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Surmnary.
This notes prepared for the 1!?.A. C. A., contains a dis-
cussion of the meaning of vortices, so often mentioned in
.-
connection with the creation of lift by wings. The action of
wings can be more easily understood witlnoutthe use of vortices.
.
.—
—
The conception of ~lvorticest’in a moving fluid was origi~_tedr
m
*
by Helmholtz and during recent years it has been extended in co~- _“
nection with the investigations of the creation of the lift of ._
airfoils by Manchester, F’rand.tland others. One individual vor-
—
tex, as introduced b;’Felmholtz, is only an abstraction, stand-
ing in t-nesame relation to llvorticityllas a mathematical line .._
stands to a thin wire, or’as a concentrated force or load stands
to an area with a distribution of comparatively high pressure.
Vorticity rather than a vortex, therefore, has to be the subject
of study. It will further anpear that neither the vortices nor “
—.
the vortic5ty, said to create the lift of an airfoil, have any
* physical reality of their own. They are either quite fictitious,
,
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.
or at best Btand for the smmed-up effect of the vOrticitY a“~cu~__
which nothing definite is known generally, acccrding to what .__
point of view is taken. lhring the WL-3 when the study of aero-
dynamics received a strong impetlas,the use of vortices for the
description of the flow of the air was left chiefly to German
investigators, in spite of the work of Manchester. Just now,
Eh5tisn investigatorshave taken up the study of the German re-
sults. Papers on vortices are often met with in the present
British technical.literature, but not all of them indicate that
the author has attained to a full clearness of the snbject.
Some remarks on vortices from an aerodynamic standpoint seem
quite desirable therefore at the present moment.
It is easy to explain what vorticity means as long as ~t
remains of finite magnitide, as it always actually does. Pie-
ture any fluid, m~~ing in any way con=i~te~t with its physical
.——
properties.
that each of
tions of the
Suppose the motion ti ‘beuniformly distributed.,SO
the velocity components u, v, w, Which are func-
space coordinates ‘x, y, z (at right angles to each
other) and narallel to them can be differentiated and possess
finite differential coefficients. Now consider a very small
Dortion of the fluid contained within a ~here. The smaller the .._
diameter of the sphere chosen, the mre uniform becomes the dis-
tortion and motion of this portion of the fluid. With vanishing
diameter of the sphere one can speak of a definite velocity of
.
the center of the sphere, say V, and of a definite angui~r
velocity of the sphere about an axis in a certain direction..
This angular velocity is closely allied to vorticity. Vorticity
denotes a distribution of localized vectors through tke ~n-~j-r~ _
space. The magnitude of the vorticity at the point refer~ed to .,
is equal to twice the angular veiocity of the little sphere just
spoken of. Its direction is paralle~ b the axis of ~okt~orl of
the little sphere. Vortex lines, in analogy to stream lines,
are defined to be such lines that at each point their direction
coincides with the axis of vorticity at that point.
.—
The vorticity, just as the velocity, thuspossesses three ..___
components at each point, The component parallel to the ~-axisz...
fOr j.nswnce, is equal to twice the comp~ngnt Of the rnem an=pJl-
lar velocity with respect to this axis. Let the center Of the
sphere ha~~ethe velocity components v and w, at right angles
to the X-axis. Then the nagnitude of these components in the
vicinity of this center are, to a first approximation
axV +dyby +dz~ #
and
w+dy~+dz::
It follows directly that the radius vector parallel to the y-axis
h
rotates with the angular velocity -~j relative to the X-axis,
and the radius vector parallel to the Z-axis rotates with the
angular velocity
- 5 Hence it can be said that the mean angu-
lar velocity component with respect to the x-axis has the m~gni~~de.
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md the vortici.ty component is twice as large:
Stzeanlines are defin~ to be ~~ch lines that at each poi-nt -
the dizection of the line coincides with the veloeitv of the fluid
a.cthat point. One individual streamline, existing alone~ is not
Conceivable. It could at best be deiin~ as representing the flOW
of a fluid at rest except in the vicinity of this line where it
flows as through a narrow pipe. The magnitude of this one iso-
.-
lated streamline should not be the actual velocity, as this would
not giVe any useful and consists.t information. It should rather .
be the delivery per unit of time, of fluid throupz a cross sec-
tiOn containing the line having thus tinedimension 11Ve105itY
times area.fl A statement analogous to this can be made regarding
single vortex lines. T~ey never actually exist in the strict
meaning of d e word, vortex lines being characteristic of a uni-
form distribution of vorticity, and one of then, when existing
alone, indicates anything else but a uniform distrib~tion of
Vorticity. If the vorticity is confined to the immediate vicin-
ity of a line, this line may be ne~ly defined as m individual
Vortex line, and the stzength of such a vortex is then better
defined by the integral of
Of a CTOSS section and the
—
all products of the elements of
component of vorticity at right
area
angles
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%0 tlle~. Hence the dimension of the strength of an isolated.
vortex is “angular ~elocity times area” = !’velocitytimes length.ll
-—
.
Zn abstract r~tllewaticsthe isolated streamline as well aq
the i.solated vortex Tine are imagi,n~ to be strictly confined to
....__
the line. Then the velocity or -rorticity,in theiz proper mean-
ing beCome infinite if the ~t~e~.gth of either ~-ineis finite.
—
Any UnifO~m distribution of veIGci.tyor v6rticity can “oede–
~cribed by reversing the nental process, considering them as
uniform distriwtion of infinitely ~ny isolated streamlines
.—
a ..
or ...
-,
vortex lines of infinitely small strength. The readerw’illat
once recall the magnetic and electric fields, where similar .
—
considerations are used.
There exists a state of singularity
uniform vorticity and an isolated vortex
centration of vorticity within a Surface.
intermediate between
line, namely, the con-
Expressed in plain
—
—.
IanWage, tb-efluid is slippil~galong ti.iesesurfaces, there being
..-
a finite sudden drop between t?ievelocity on Wth sides of the _,
surface. No infinitely large velocities occur. Ii the surface .=
—
be replaced by a thin layer of the thickness 5, ami the veloc-
ity be supposed to drop gradually from VI to 72 witlninthis
Iayer, the rate of change of velocity with respect to normals
.—
to the surface is seen to be (Vl - V.)A3 l The smaller the thick-
ness of the layer, the largex becomes the vorticity in the layer
.———
and when 6 approaches zero, there can be said to be,an infinitely
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krge points Of the surface.
In view of this it is convenient to define ,svcha measure
for ti,~entire vorticity contained within certain limi”t&lparts
of the space, as will not break down if the vortisity itself be-
.—
comes infinite along certain lines ox surfaces. ltis is done
bv selecting a.certain surface, and by computing the ‘:fluxl’
across it of all vortex lines,
Jf iis (2)
where dS denotes the element of area of tke surface and f the
‘~mponent of vorticity at right angles to the element. This _
measure is called Circulation and it can be computed in a much
more convenient way than that indicated by the integrzl, as I
now puoceed to s-now.
According to definition the vorti.city has the co~nants
Over each very small element of area of the surface the vor-
ticity can be supposed to be constant. Let the Rhole surface be
composed of very small rectangular elements a.tright angles to
..s
one of the three axes of coordinates. One of them may have the ;
sides dx and dy. Then its contribution to the circulation is
extended over the a~ea dxdy.
—
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This
ing along
ment in a
can be written
J’(v + dv)dy .- ~VdY - J(U + du)dx -+fudx.
now is a simple or line integral, obtained bY intewat-
the boundary of the element, passing around the ele-
.
cextain direction of turrl, summing u.pthe products of
the elements of boundary and the compnents of the velocity
parallel to it.
Now; if the same process of integration is repeated with
the adjscent eleident, the two contributions of the comnmn element
of boundary caneel each other, as the directions of tnte@?=t$on-
afe:opposed (Fig. 1). It is therefore only necessary to inte-
grate along the boundary of the area made up Of the two elements.
This conclusion can be repeated, ~d it follows that the cizcu-
—
lation of any finite surface is obtained by integrating the prod-
uct of the boundary elemen-~sand the components Gf velocity par-
--.
allel to them along its boundary, Heticethe circulation of a _
certain flov mith respect to a certain surface depends only on
.....
the magnitude and direotion of the velocity along the boundary
of the surface. It follows at once that the circulation with re-
.-
.
spect ‘t a closed surface (like the surface of a bcdy) is alvays
zero. NOW the circulation mas computed in just the same way with
respect to vortex lines as the flow through a surface would have
—-
been computed with respect to streamlines. Hence it :0110;7s
that vortex lines behave like streamI.inesof an incompressible
fluid, whatever the motion of the fluid may be. If the space be
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divided into l’vortextubes11of equal circulation, no such tube
can ever end or begi-n,but every vortex tube either runs back to
itself or to the boundaries of the space.
This continuity of lfaedistribution of vorticity is the
content of tinefiTst”theorem of Helmlholtzon vortices. It is nGt
at all a physical law, but a mathematical truth, a necessary
consequence of the definition of vorticity. The tlneoremis not
obvious to a ‘pezson not thoroughly mathematicallY tnainedc NQ .
measurement can ever tipsetthis theorem, but on the contrarY,
it cm only be .3check to any meesurement.
The second theorem of HeMaholtz concerning v~rtices is a
physical law applying to perfect fluids and gases, and this is
therefore the more important one. It rests on the fact that no
sphere can be put into rotation by tortes acting on its surface
and directed at right angles to it. Hence a sphezical portion
of a non-viscous fluid fxee of vorticity cannot attain to a vor-
tex motion b-rforces acting from one particle to an adjacent
particle, that is, by a distribution of pressure. Hence Helmk.oltz’
second theorem: The vortex.lines move with the matter of the fluid.
No nortion of the fluid changes its vorticity, except when under
We action of suitable eztezne.1fozces- This theorem nor is not
self-evident, it is a physical law only and true only under the
conditions stated: no visc~sity and no external forces capable
of prckiucing
nal forces.
—
vortici.ty. Gravtty does not belong to these exter-
Helmlholtz~sewnd theoreinwill never be fully con-
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firmed by experience as there is no perfect fluid known.
.-.
Any force exerted by a~ i~~ersed body on the surrounding
fluid is an external force,
.a~ldhence the flow around artysuch
body may be vertical. Examples of this kind are bcdies moved
through the fluid and encountering a drag or creating a lift,
Propellers and equivalent.devices creating a thrust or acting .
as wind mills. The vorticity is then d5.stributedin the sur-
rounding fluid. Close to the surface of the body the fluid may
or may not cling, according to whether it is a perfect or an ac-
tual fluid, In the latter case the layer along the surface.
moves with vorticity. An airship hull, for example, flyiilgPar- .
allel to its axis, is surrounded by closed vortex rings at right -
angles to the axis and moving in the vicinity of the surface.
The czeation and existence of these vortices near the ~rface is
of interest in connection with the study of air friction, Simi- ,
lar vortex rings exist in a fluid flowing through a circular tube- ._
These vortices, however, have no direct bearing on the permanent
creation of lift by airfoils, though they may be of interest for
studying the initial creation of lift. These layers of vertical
motion may as well
itself, surrounded
demonstrates their
Behind obtuse
be considered as constituting part of the body
by air in a non-vertical motion, and this alone
relative unimportance for the flow at large,
bodies, moved through ai’r,there are often
regions of turbulent and irregular, unsteady motion. These regions,
in general, will contain vorticity. The vortices, which are most
often mentioned in literature in connection with the wing action ._
—
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are n@ cha~acteriz~ ‘Dyany turbulent mction, however.
—
As the abseilceof lift and drag amounts to the absence Of
vorticity in a perfect fluid, and contrariwise, it is pertinent
—
to ask for the reiation between the magnitude of the lift, and
the circulation, if any such relation can be fo’md.c It exist~, _
indeed, arilthis is the natural connection between lift and vor-
tices. The relation can.easily be obtained from the consi&era-
tion of the momentum transferred from the wing to the surrounding
air. Consider the two-dimensional case first. A wing with infi-
nite span cm-ates the lift L? per unit length of the spans .,
Hence the momentum L] has to be transferred per unit of iength
and per unit of time from the wing to the air. Let us suppose _
there ~ be two (mathematical) vertical planes in front and in _
rear of the wing Koving with these, and let us compute the verti-...
cal momentum transported by the air thro-~ghthese two planes per “
unit of time. The difference wll.1be equal to the lift, for the
pres~pre over these planes does not hontzibute to the lift, and
the planes are supposed to extend to infinity, so that the influ-
ence of their ends can be neglected. The vertical momentum of
the air, passing either of the planes, for one strip Of unit
..-
width iS (uvds) P, where P is the density of air, u the ver-
tical velocity component and v the horizontal velocity cowo- _
nent. The planes can be eupposed to be so fa~ away from the wing
that v becomes constant and equal to the velocity of flight-
The difference of these two integrals is the product of the ve-
locity of flight, the density of air and the circulatioiltaken
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around the wing along both plailes(that is, lines in the two- __
dimensional pioture) and two horizontal lines of connection at
a great distance, where they do not contribute any appreciable
amount. 1% follows, therefore, that the circulation around the
wing is equal to
r.~ pv
where r denotes the circulation
L[ the lift per unit span
V the velocity of f~ight
p the density of air.
Any other closed line drawn azound the wing gives the same
circulation. For the entire circulation is the sum of the cir-
culation of the inner closed line and of the ring-shaped space
between it and the outer closed line- This ring-shaped space is
now ~pposed to contain no additional tin.gs3hence its circulation .
is zero.
The existence of this circulation indicates the existence of
vorticity in the flow created by a wing of finite span when in .,
action. Indeed, the pressure unde~ the wing makes the air move
outwards= and the suction on top makes it move inwards, so that
the two portions of air over and under the wing, *en meetiag
again, have op~site lateral velocity components and hence there
is a surface behind the wing where slipping of air takes places ,
l
It is particularly strong near the ends, and suggests to the im-
agination the presence of concentrated vortices near the ends.
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This, however, is an exaggeration of what actually happens.
In the two-dimensional f30w ‘~hereare no ends of the fing
and hence there are no vorttces near the ends. There iS Cizcu.
lation wi.t%otitvorticity, and indeed vorticity is only a neces-
sary consequence of circulation if the circulation is computed
along the entire boundary, outside a~d inside (Fig. 2)* It fol-
10WS from this and from the consideration of the transfer of mo-
mentum that the vortices behind the wing do not create the lift.
They are in their turn created by the lift. As the streamlines
behind the wing are approximately known, the vortex 1~.nesbehind
the
use
wing, coinciding with them, can be studied ‘andare of sori
for learning in detail the flow behind wings. \
Whether there are vortices on the su~face of the wing de-
pends on whether the layer of viscosity is supposed to form part _.
of the wing or part of the surrounding fluid. The former is mcr.e.
often supposed. Sometimes the vortices are said to be located
“inside the wing.]l That is only a poetical illustration of ~QS
fact that there is circulation around the-wing. These vortices
‘insidethe win”gmay
istics of the flow,
merely fictitious.
even be used for computing certain character-
but that does not prevent them from being .
It has also expressly to be understood that
there are no lateral vortices under or above the wing at some
distance from the surface and carrying it. One itiventorproposed
seriously to take the wing entirely away and to replace it by a
.
pair of rotating discs on both ends of the wing. These discs
.13A
Y
wo W create a vortex connecting the two discs
lift. Such things of COUTse,are sophisms, and
of the absence of clear thought and insight.
The discussion so far has resulted in the
lifting wing accelerates the air dowpwards and
trail of air behind-it, moving withvorticity.
and hence a large
are the Vroduct
statement that a
hence leaves a
——
This nmtion can
—
be very clearly understood without any reference to vorticity.
The circulation stands in a close ~elation to the momentum trans-
ferred, and its knowledge is useful for the computation of the
action of’wing sections. But it is a wide step from the magni-
tude of the circulation around tinewing to the study of the vor-
ticity at.each point, What then is the use of introducing the
vortices, and why are.they so frequently mentioned?
It is only fair to say that for a detailed study of the
flow behind wings the vortex lines form a convenient m~ns of’ ____
describing the-flow, and hence they are of some use for the sci-
entific expert., This is not sufficient, however, to explain
.
their publicit~. The reason for the publicity of the vortices
in connection with wing action is not any particularly great
usefulness of this mathematical conception, but is chiefly a
historical one. It happened that, at the time when there was
ignorance about the explanation of the flight of heavier-than-air
craft, the investigators stud.ie~the air flow by ueing vortices,
which is perfectly correct, and they found the explanation by
that method. It is now known that tinisexplanation could alsc
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be found by simpler mathematical methods, but that must not dimin-
ish the respect due to those men who first found the correct re-
sult. The result itself, and not the way it was first obtained,
merits respect. The explanation of the lift ii now reduced to the
—
consideration of the air motion behind the wing, becoming more
—
and more two-dimensional as the dist~ce behind the wing incma~~s. -
This two-dimensional flow is now the chief “objectof stuldy. Any
two-dimensional flows, except trivial ones, when extending over ._
the entire plane, contain regions of vorticity. ~t this VOZtiC- ._
ity has never been used intensively for the investigation of such .-
flows. There is no longer any reason for the use of vortices
in the computations in connection with airplane wings- The pres-
—
ent publici~ of vortices is chiefly due to the fact that in
earlier papers on wing action this method is used and because
there are always too ma.ny,whocling to words appealing b the im-
agination, as vortices seem .*odo, instead of applying their com-
mon sense %0
the vortices
the s.ttidyof
oountry too,
scientific questions. Even at the birthplace of
they are almst out of date now, in connection with
wings, and so till they be in England and in this ._
aftez the question has been thoroughly digested.
-- --
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